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I. INTRODUCTION
IP (patents, copyright, trade secrets, trademarks: common feature =
protection of market power) subject to a large number of debates,
including:
Recent extensions of IP protection
scope of patents (software, biotechnology, business methods)
extension of copyright
protection of publicly funded innovations (academia)
PTOs’ incentives and the patent thicket (but 2011 America Invents
Act)
Patent trolls (“non-practising entities”) : efficient secondary markets
for patents or extortion?
Injunctions
LDCs: pharmaceuticals, plant breeders’ rights
Standard essential patents & associated lawsuits
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Theory: the view from 10,000 feet
Principal (society)-Agent (innovator)
Principal provides a reward for socially valuable innovation.
Long-standing debate about structure of this reward
Why does reward take the form of IP, i.e., market power?
m

Ex-post efficient (MC) price maximizes diffusion (but creates no
revenue adequacy/incentive for R&D).

Theory would suggest prizes: lump sum payment and innovation
put in public domain.
[17th century France: prize for a workable water turbine; 18th century England: Longitude
Prize]
m

Renewed interest in prize system/marginal cost pricing.
Kremer (2000): base advanced market commitment rewards on
quantity (prizes depend on sales at p = MC).
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How does one measure innovation’s value?
The tale of two projects: m (“minor”, “me-too”) and M (“Major”)
p

m

m

m creates low surplus, is not worth
the fixed cost*

m

need to screen out m; cannot at
low prices (m actually looks
superior at low prices)

M

p0
MC

q

Screening in only socially beneficial innovations/projects/ activities
requires (potentially substantial) departures from ex-post
efficient pricing.
*

[ let alone fixed cost plus shadow cost of public funds used to reward innovation.]
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Idea that exercise of market power is needed to screen out
low-surplus activities/white elephants is old in public works
context:
proponents: Smith 1776, Dupuit 1844, Mill 1848, Coase 1946, Vickrey
1948;
opponents: Marshall 1890, Pigou 1920, Hotelling 1938.
Formalized in Weyl-Tirole (QJE 2012)
Two-dimensional uncertainty: (σ, m) = (size, quality)
p
q = σQ
m
Sorting condition: market power screens in high quality and out
high market size innovations.
Large inequality in quality, lots of me-too (var (log (m/σ)))
conducive to IP (to prices that are close to monopoly prices).
We know little empirically about desirable level of incentives.
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Outline

II. A response to the patent thicket: patent pools
III. Fixing the standard-setting process
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II. ADDRESSING THE PATENT THICKET
Why are patent pools interesting?
Explosion in patent awards leads to royalty stacking
[Especially problematic in emerging industries (e.g., biotechnology, software).]

Patent pools proposed as a possible solution to “patent thicket”
problems
[Merges 1999, Shapiro 2000, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 2001.]

Patent pool = co-marketing arrangement
[Other such arrangements: content carried by cable operators, payment systems
used by merchants, providers included in health insurance network (Katz 2011),
music performance rights licensed by Pandora, product portfolios (e.g., alcoholic
beverages in GrandMet), producers’ organizations.]
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BRIEF HISTORY OF PATENT POOLS
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Renewed interest for patent pools is not limited to IT
biotechnologies applied to agriculture
[Golden Rice: 6 key patent holders with 70 patents. Licenses for genetically engineered strain
of rice.]

biomarkers for cancer
[diagnostic testing for breast cancer. Controversy about Myriad’s exclusive rights.]

HIV/AIDS patents
[Essential Patent Pool for Aids. Royalties paid by licensees depend on wealth and
HIV/AIDS rate of country.]

SARS vaccine
[WHO involved.]

animal cloning,..
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OFFERINGS ARE COMPLEMENTS
Royalty staking hinders the diffusion of technologies. Analogy:

Co-marketing is desirable.
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SUBSTITUTES: HARMFUL CO-MARKETING

Akin to merger to monopoly.
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Framework
n IP owners have one patent each, say.
Net value for users of combination S of licenses

Individual licenses example: P(S) = ∑i∈S pi .
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Two-patent illustration (results apply to general case)
Users have utility
V − P − θ if has licenses for both, at total price P
[V − e] − p − θ if has a single license, at price p
where
m
m

e = essentiality parameter (lies between 0 and V)
θ = 0 idiosyncratic (opportunity) cost of adopting technology
(distribution F(θ ) on [0, V ]).

Perfect substitutes when e = 0.
Perfect complements when e = V (one useless without other).
Everything in between.
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INDEPENDENT LICENSING

1

dividends

2

Pool

p1

sells bundle
at P

p2
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Independent licensing (IL)
restores no-pool outcome if pool raises
price,
is neutral, i.e. does not affect the pool,
when the pool reduces price.
[Lerner-Tirole AER 2004, JPE 2015; Boutin AEJ micro 2016: add unbundling
requirement (see below) to avoid potential multiplicity of equilibria.]

Still true when tacit collusion, as long as one appends unbundling,
other information free requirement
P = ∑i ppool

de facto, a price cap commitment

[Rey-Tirole 2017]
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European Union
2004: required independent licensing (like US, Japan, ...)
2014: required also unbundling.
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III. STANDARD SETTING
Three main functions of SSOs (standard setting organizations)
Discovery and certification: “what works”
Steering toward a particular technology (“essentialization”)
Price regulation: corollary of previous function
Current (FRAND*) approach: loose ex-ante price commitments;
ex-post assessment of meaning
of the implicit commitment faces
informational problems.

* Fair, Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory
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Informational difficulties: Familiar from antitrust treatment of patent
pools.
Would be surprising if judges did much better than antitrust
authorities for patent pools: informational problems are
compounded by ex-post nature of assessment.
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Inefficiencies brought about by current system
high prices/lawsuits
Intense litigation, despite agreement that what’s fair and reasonable
should reflect an ex-ante view.
Judge Posner in Apple vs. Motorola/Google
“The proper method of computing a FRAND royalty starts with what the cost to the licensee
would have been of obtaining, just before the patented invention was declared essential to
compliance with the industry standard.”

Judge Robart in Microsoft vs. Motorola/Google.
Law and economics literature
[Lemley-Shapiro, Swansson-Baumol]

Microsoft-Google
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distortion of standards toward functionalities with perhaps lower
value, but high within-functionality substitution opportunities (e.g.,
open source): optimal given the hold-up problem.
essentialization often leads to 1/n (patent counting) rule when pool
forms after standard is set
[potential bias in innovation strategies, toward unambitious innovations. Non-participation in
SS process is another hidden cost of absence of ex-ante price commitments.]
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FRAMEWORK (LERNER-TIROLE JPE 2015)
Distinguish between
functionalities
patents reading on these functionalities.
Standard defines functionalities in i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
Standard = choice of subset S of functionalities.
Value to users: V (S) (is not necessarily increasing in the number of
functionalities: implementation costs of bulky standards).
Efficient standard: S∗ = arg max V (S)
S
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Users/implementers
Heterogeneous w.r.t. their (opportunity) cost θ of implementing
technology. Adopt it if
V (S) ≥ θ + P(S)
(P(S) = total user cost of acquiring licenses)
Distribution F(θ ).
[Density f (θ ). Monotone hazard rate = f /F decreasing.]

Patents reading on functionality i
Best implementation of i can command markup mi ≥ 0
[mi = 0 if public domain/open source]
mi measures within-functionality substitution opportunities.
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Example:
[Insights generalize to arbitrary technologies]

Two perfect-substitute functionalities {1} and {2} each covered by
one patent (different patent holders): no within-functionality
substitution
V ({1}) = V ({2}) = V ({1, 2}) = V
Competitive price: p1 = p2 = 0.
Standard setting: always gets monopoly price
If SSO chooses {1} or {2}, then ex post owner of selected patent is
monopoly, =⇒ charges Pm !
If SSO chooses {1, 2}, then both are needed and become perfect
b = 2b
b
complements. Price = P
p before patent pool formation, Pm < P
after formation =⇒ same outcome.
[If e > 0, SSO strictly prefers {1, 2}].
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Price commitment proposal
Require that patent holders commit to a maximum price (price cap)
pi before standard is chosen.

=⇒ SSO chooses min pi
Bertrand competition again =⇒ p1 = p2 = 0!
Ex-ante commitments restore ex-ante competition
True also in general framework, despite multiple commitment effects
associated with ex-ante price setting.
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Why does this not already exist ?
It does: VITA.
Problem: forum shopping
Suppose patents are substitutes and another SSO does not require
commitments. Then patent holders can get π m /2 each as they will
both be chosen (assume small incremental value e = ε > 0 rather
than 0)

=⇒ don’t want to go to SSO that demands price commitments.
In very asymmetric situations, holder of major patent may want
price commitments; holders of minor patents never do.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Intellectual property more and more central in our knowledge-based
society.
We examined two current public policy issues and showed how
economics can shed light on potential reforms.
Field is much richer and more complex than today’s glimpse. Please
join in to design frameworks that are more conducive to innovation
and its diffusion.
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Thank you very much!
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TARGET SLIDE
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Microsoft-Google/Motorola case (2013)
Motorola
had patent relevant to
m MPEG LA H 264 standard (“interlaced” video)
m 802-11 standard
asked for 2, 25% of final end-user product price (X-box, PC, smart
phones ...) = $4 bn (plus $20 bn past royalties)
[does good faith application of FRAND apply to initial offer?].

return
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